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In terms of changing service delivery in multi-channel systems and the develop-
ment of new  communication/sales channels the key element of customer service be-
comes the ability to manage and seek synergies in using multiple service points. The 
aim of the article is to present the challenges must confront service providers in 
terms of significant changes in the distribution of services. The highest currently 
identified symptom of these changes is the omnichanneling strategy. The authors 
pointed out two major interrelated factors shaping challenges for service providers - 
big data and proliferation channels. The main part of the article is a list of actual 
challenges for service providers under transformation services distribution strategy 
towards omnichanneling. 
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1. Introduction 

In terms of changing service delivery in multi-channel systems and the devel-
opment of new  communication/sales channels the key element of customer service 
becomes the ability to manage and seek synergies in using multiple service points. 
Regardless of where, when and way of operating the key challenge is to integrate 
the communication tools with the client in order to facilitate making a customer 
choice, personalizing offers and identify those same people / needs in different 
places. One of the key issues in this regard is the ability to manipulate big data and 
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the ability to adjust the distribution to diverse customer needs in this area.  
The digital revolution in society and marketing creates tremendous challenges for 
firms [15]. Leeflan et al. formulate the following four biggest challenges for firms: 
(1) explosion of data (big data), (2) social media, (3) proliferation of channels, and 
(4) shifting consumer demographics. It is easy to see that three of these four big-
gest challenges correspond to digital marketing developments, in our article we are 
concentrated on two interrelated issues – big data and channels proliferation  
[this publication is part of grant National Science Center, Poland  
no. 2014/13/B/HS4/01612]. 

2. Digital era challenges for service providers 

2.1. Twofold effect of big data 

Undoubtedly the Internet has become one of the most important marketplaces 
for transactions of goods and services. What is important, the Internet has facilitat-
ed information flow for both buyers and sellers. Buyers can find product level in-
formation with an ease never before possible. Sellers also benefit from new-found 
information on consumers' price sensitivity and preferences [10]. If so, it is impos-
sible to disagree with the statement that transparency and efficiency go both ways 
[14]. It should agree that not overly many firms seem to act comfortably in a world 
where consumers can speak so freely with each other and businesses have increas-
ingly less control over the information available about them in cyberspace [12]. 
Consumers not only search for but also create and disseminate information on the 
Internet. This information, together with other information provided by firms in 
various social media, is significantly improving information transparency in mar-
ketplaces and has important implications for consumer behavior, marketing strate-
gies, and information transparency policies [28]. The ways consumers communi-
cate with each other have been changing dramatically over the last decade, and the 
same is true for how consumers gather and exchange information about products 
and how they obtain and consume them. The rise of a plethora of new media has 
provided consumers with extensive options for actively providing information on 
services and products [11]. Figuratively, researchers say that “new traffic lanes 
were being built, not for the convenience of marketers, but for consumers”  
[8, p. 4].  

Taking into account the above, the key to market success is to integrate digi-
tal tools and technologies into existing business models and adopting current busi-
ness models to new and/or disruptive technologies. That integration is the most 
important strategies to address the challenges of the prevalence of digital tools and 
technologies threatening existing business models. Because offering customers the 
ability to search and buy online requires companies to re-specify their business 
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models [15]. A business which is a well-specified system of interdependent struc-
tures, activities, and processes1 that serves as a firm’s organizing logic for value 
creation (for its customers) and value appropriation (for itself and its partners) [24]. 
Another description is that it is essence of a firm’s strategy [9] or a reflection of the 
firm’s realized strategy [4].  

The requirement to make such fundamental changes is obligatory challenge. 
The same is with another challenge strictly connected with business model chang-
ing – big data. The ability to generate and leverage deep customer insights has 
become crucial [15]. According to Snijders et al. [23] big data is a loosely defined 
term used to describe data sets so large and complex that they become awkward to 
work with using standard statistical software. They claim that the availability of 
such large scale data sets is the effect of rise of digital and mobile communication 
which has made the world become more connected, networked, and traceable. 

On one hand, big data is connected with the risk of overreliance on data and 
hard facts [15]. Figuratively, researchers say that the amount of information col-
lected by the company it is no longer a rain shower but deluge [25]. Marketers are 
being challenged by this deluge of data that is well beyond the capacity of their 
organizations to comprehend and use. Used strategies are not keeping up with the 
disruptive effects of technology-empowered customers; the proliferation of media, 
channel, and customer contact points [7]. Consequence of this may be suppression 
of creativity and breakthrough innovations. All the more so, if we consider the 
apparent tendency to concentrate on accountability in marketing departments. 
Without a doubt situation where more fact-based decision making reduces out-of-
the-box thinking should be avoided. That kind of unusual thinking is valid for de-
veloping new initiatives and innovations. At the same time, in a rapidly changing 
environment information about changes (technology, competition, customer pref-
erences) becomes crucial for decision making, and the marketing department 
should be more influential. In order to be influential, marketing departments should 
be accountable [26].  

On the other hand, big data gives a great opportunity to follow the customer 
during his or her buying process. According to researchers, efficient tracking the 
customer’s journey is a key requirement to optimize advertising campaigns and 
budgets. In our opinion much more important is fact that using information about 
customer’s habits and preferences makes possible to create the most suitable chan-
nels combination. Not a one channel but a few because different type of channel 
can be selected by the consumer at various stages of the purchasing process. Under 
multichanneling information about these preferences become crucial for effective 
and efficient customer service. It is a visible link between two major challenges 
(mentioned at the beginning)– big data and proliferation of channels. The second 
one is a kind of a result of the first one. An adequate analysis of the available data 
allows a gradual recognition of consumer expectations in terms of places / ways of: 
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(1) searching for information about the offer, (2) purchasing, (3) post-purchase 
service (4) service resignation. A kind of key change and challenge in shopping 
behavior is that customers today are no longer marching through those stages in the 
context of a single channel. Instead they are using all the available channels, enter-
ing different ones to satisfy themselves at different stages [20]. 

2.2. Channel multiplicity 

The truth is that when company understands the various paths buyers follow 
as the move through the purchasing process it has the necessary insight to design 
profitable channels combination to serve them. For some companies it could be a 
kind of discovery that customers are exploiting resources in various channels to 
fulfil their different part of the buying process. Undoubtedly, as regards distribu-
tion, important change is the fact that the location has lost its potential of being the 
primary source of competitive advantage. Using the mobile channel retailers can 
now enter the consumer's environment through the mobile device, and, because the 
mobile device stays with the consumer, the retailer can be anywhere, anytime [21]. 
Fact of channels proliferation should be used to provide information, deliver, 
and/or facilitate post-purchase satisfaction and retention with respect to the prod-
ucts and services. Bruggen et al. used for that phenomenon the term of channel 
multiplicity - phenomenon, whereby a new breed of information-empowered cus-
tomers seeks the fulfillment of needs and wants from multiple independent provid-
ers of increasingly fragmented product/service offerings [2]. According to them, 
channel multiplicity is characterized by at least two specific features. First, cus-
tomers rely on multiple sources of information, and on multiple sales and support 
outlets making available the sought after products and related post-purchase ser-
vices. Product information and its availability are facilitated by third parties other 
than the manufacturer or traditional channel intermediary. Secondly, customers 
have an increasing demand for and expectations of trouble-free transitions from 
information provision to transaction fulfillment to post-purchase service provision, 
across these multiple channel providers [2]. The combination of these two issues 
create some challenges for service providers (figure 1).  

It appears that in the case of services, the phenomenon of the multiplicity of 
channels may result in greater challenges for their (services) suppliers. It happens 
due to the specific characteristics of services (compared to the material goods. It is 
true, that the service recipient (consumer) is not so much involved in the selection 
of a service as such, but rather faced with the task of selecting the most suitable 
provider of such service [17]. In our opinion, however, it is not a complete state-
ment because under multichanneling environment the key task for service buyer is 
selecting most suitable not provider but service channel. That is why the challenges 
of channel multiplicity appear to be more difficult for service providers. 
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Source: [2, p. 332] 

 
Phenomenon of channel multiplicity implies the need for a new design and 

management of marketing channels, these channels under the new conditions take 
over the functions of communication channels with consumers. It becomes neces-
sary to redefine the concept of a marketing channel - in the light of contemporary 
literature channel is defined as a customer contact point, a medium through which 
the firm and the customer interact [13; 1]. According to a broader view of the 
channel it is a series of value-adding functions and/or services that combine togeth-
er to create enhanced customer experiences [multiplicity]. That view demands that 
all digital conduits could potentially represent a channel of distribution, including 
but not limited to mobile phones, kiosks, and any user generated phenomena (blog-
ging sites, social networks, video sites) as well as all other branded formats such as 
retailers, brand fans, user groups, and catalogs. At the same time is visible an in-
creasing fragmentation of the transaction and reorganization of key channel func-
tions over the purchase lifecycle. In effect, the nature of distribution channel has 
expanded from being focused on the service only to the provision of valuable sup-
port services and customer retention activities [2].  
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Figure 1. Conceptual overview of channel multiplicity 
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Another challenge arising from the multiplicity of channels available to con-
sumers is the need to reconfigure other elements of marketing - mix. As is well 
known set of marketing mix is wider in the case of services (7P instead of 4P), so 
the risk of mismatches of the service marketing strategy is higher. More compo-
nents must be adapted to the customer's expectations, otherwise a service failure 
occurs [22]. The actions taken by service providers to respond to service failures 
could drive positive customer behavior such as re-patronage intention and WOM, 
but could also lead to customer retaliatory behavior such as patronage reduction 
and NWOM [5]. Under  multichanneling conditions while pressures on integration 
between used channels failure of (in the broadest sense) customer service can easi-
ly become. Another issue that needs service provider’s attention is segmentation, 
seemingly mastered to perfection. Undoubtedly segmentation is the starting point 
for your marketing strategy. It may, however, prove that the segmentation of cus-
tomers based on their preferred distribution channels is inefficient. The reason is 
that a single customer has diverse preferences in terms of the best channel depend-
ing on the stage of the purchasing process. In other words, classic approach to 
segmentation based on purchase channel becomes meaningless, since each user can 
have the purchasing path dependent on a number of factors (including the charac-
teristics of the purchaser, the circumstances of the purchase, the attractiveness of 
the offer marketing elements in each channel). 

3. Omnichanneling – because multichanneling no longer enough 

It is worth noticing that in the scientific literature there is defining three dif-
ferent categories of retailing through multiple channel – multichannel, cross-
channel and omnichannel. However, the first two terms are often used alternately 
and can mean either that channel of distribution are integrated, or interact each 
other or channels that are not integrated and/or do not interact [1]. And the same 
way academics specify cross-channel as interaction of channels that are integrated 
or not integrated. Although these two concepts are not the same it is difficult to 
determine the pattern of both concepts. Sometimes the distinction is made between 
these three concepts through the prism of the degree of integration channel.  
The study confirm influence of degree of integration on sales. The development of 
channel integration during a time has a positive effect on sales growth [3]. Integra-
tion means to which extend „a firm coordinates the objectives, design and devel-
opment of its channels to create synergies for the firm and offer particular benefits 
to its customer” [2, p. 200]. Multichannel means no integration, partial integration 
cross-channel, omnichannel full integration touchpoints and communication  
channels [1]. 
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Typically multichannel is define as „the design, development and evaluation 
of channels to enhance customer value through effective customer acquisition, 
retention and development” [19, p. 96]. In this definition the need to create cus-
tomer value by managing multiple distribution channels is highlighted. The main 
challenges for multichannel customer management are as follows [2, p. 108-109]: 
• data integration (evidence cross selling benefits), 

• understanding customer behavior (factors influencing channel choice), 

• channel evaluation (channel cannibalization), 
• allocation resources across channel (allocate marketing across channel), 

• coordinating channel strategies (management research shopping). 

In contrast to the multi-channel omnichannel is defined as “the synergetic man-
agement of the numerous available channels and customer touchpoints, in such a 
way that the customer experience across channels and the performance over chan-
nels is optimized” [27, p. 176]. In the above mentioned definition the term of the 
consumer experience is placed and should be optimized by managing multiple 
channels. A characteristic feature of omnichanneling is that full integration of 
channels which may be called (trigger) at any time by the consumer and at the 
same time is controlled by the vendor [1]. Summary of the main differences be-
tween multichannel and omnichannel are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Multi-channel versus omni-channel management 

 Multi-channel  
management 

Omni-channel  
management 

Channel focus 
 
Channel scope 
 
 
 
 
Separation of channel 
Brand versus channel 
customer relationship 
focus 
Channel management, 
objectives 

Interactive channels only 
 
Retail channels: store, online 
website, and direct marketing 
 
 
 
Separate channels with no over-
lop 
Customer – retail channel focus 
 
Per channel 

Interactive and mass-
communications channels 
Retail channels: store, online web-
site, and direct marketing, mobile 
channels, social media Customer 
Touchpoints – mass communica-
tions channels 
Integrated channels providing seam-
less retail experiences 
Customer – retail channel – Brand 
focus 
 
Cross-channel objectives – customer 
experience, total sales 

Source: [27, p. 176] 
 

Some research confirmed that the modern self-service distribution channels 
(eg. on-line or mobile) when there is no direct interaction “face to face” can hinder 
the obtain feedback from the consumer [6]. The choice of the distribution channel 
made by the consumer is linked to the level of communication richness and by the 
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degree of fit to the task [18]. Higher richness of media communication is not al-
ways expected by the recipient, as they usually entails higher costs of using the 
services of a particular channel [16]. Certain communication channels are used 
alternatively or primarily depending on the situation. 

4. Conclusion 

Omni-channel services management sales requires a specific approach to the 
exchange of information between alternative channels and use them at every stage 
of customer service. That may raise certain problems and conflicts which challenge 
for service providers. Among the challenges in this regard must be pointed: 

1. Identification of each client in each of the distribution/communication 
channels (today some customers are unwilling to give information on per-
sonal data, eg. by telephone); 

2. The integration of data from different channels and making them available 
in any other channel in real time; 

3. The integration of data from different forms of communication – face to 
face, by phone, chat, social network, internet – additional problem of 
communication in different languages; 

4. The risk of errors - customer dissatisfaction due to lack of identification in 
any channel the current stage of the purchase process; 

5. Cooperation with intermediaries - the division the channels operating costs 
and benefits of customer service; 

6. Unification (across channels) and/or price differentiation (for different cus-
tomers) and the need to justify the proceedings of the service provider to 
the consumer; 

7. Fluctuating load selected distribution channels (physical and telephone), 
which can cause poor standard of service quality; 

8. The human factor - both the suppliers and recipient, it causes the conven-
ience of the supplier (and inconvenience for buyers) or a recipient’s habit 
(low efficiency of the supplier); 

9. The high costs of implementation and support of sales services based on 
the omnichanneling strategy - especially for smaller companies. 

Among the conditions listed above, the most important seem to be those associated 
with obtaining and exchanging information and ensuring the efficiency of distribu-
tion systems. This can lead to certain restrictions on the provision of services to the 
consumer in some channels, particularly in the stage after purchasing service. 
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